Abstract. The tensile response of ductile, polycrystalline metals is often accompanied by the formation of pores within the material, which coalesce and fail a plane within a metal. This large deformation process is broadly progressive, with a physical path consisting of nucleation, growth, coalescence, and failure, which occur individually over short periods of time. Thus distinct micro-mechanisms operate, each influenced by microstructure, loading path, and loading profile, which remains a significant challenge to represent and predict numerically at the macroscale. In a previous study, the influence of loading path on damage evolution in high-purity tantalum has been presented; in this paper, complimentary measurements are made on a pure, FCC copper. Samples were shock loaded to three different peak stresses using both symmetric impact, and two different composite flyer plate configurations, such that upon unloading, the three samples were subject to nearly identical tensile loading. The damage evolution in the soft-recovered copper samples was then quantified using optical metallography and electron-back-scatter diffraction. We shall compare metallurgical observations, velocimetry histories and simulations to discuss the dynamic failure mechanics observed.
INTRODUCTION
Systematic study of the dynamic tensile loading of materials has been investigated for over a century, and can be traced back to the work of Hopkinson [1] . The process by which a scab is ejected from the rear of a target, trapping the momentum imparted by the compression pulse that has loaded it, is generally called spallation and there have been many studies and discussions on this process over this time [see 2, 3, 4 for background]. In the following, the one-dimensional, dynamic tensile failure of ductile metals will be discussed. In all cases failure will be over a planar region, determined by interacting release fans, induced during plate impact. The term spallation will be used here to describe the separation of new free surface in the metal, parallel to a wave front and imparting a component of dynamic tensile stress perpendicular to this plane. There has already been some appreciation that the form of the compressive impulse determined the nature of the failure. This was principally noticed in the response seen to square and explosively driven pulses that reflect from free surfaces and cause very different forms of damage within ductile metals [5, 6] . The primary difference between these two modes is in the duration of the impulse applied to the metal during the compressive component of the loading.
In controlled plate impact experiments, damage, leading to the opening of free surfaces, occurs by the overlap of release fronts generated from the free surfaces of flyer and target. Once a new damage plane exists, a compression pulse is reflected back to the rear surface of the target, known as a pull-back or reload signal. It has been possible to recover targets from the same experiment, and this has further separated spallation into two regimes of behaviour. Incipient damage occurs when local failure has occurred (typically void growth in metals), whereas complete separation opens a new free surface. The drop in stress recorded before the pull-back signal arrives is proportional to the dynamic tensile strength. Recovering this from a measured rear surface signal allows one to assign a dynamic tensile strength that can be applied over a localised region of the target, at the time of interaction of the waves. To fully describe the dynamic micro mechanisms operating when the tensile failure itself occurs, requires much more information, including an understanding of the initial flaw distribution and of the dynamics of their generation, propagation and interaction. During the compressive loading of metals in the weak shock regime, mesoscale states of tension exist within the substructure, concentrated around defects within. In brittle materials, where slip is limited and the strain to failure is small, the compression phase has a dominant effect and preconditions the target. In tungsten heavy alloys for instance, failure is by brittle cleavage through the tungsten particles, and here the tensile strength recorded is found to be insensitive to the shock pulse duration and differences in the nature of the tensile pulse [7] . Brittle fracture is a fast mechanism, relative to the slower void growth found in ductile metals, and thus the spall strength is dominated by the shock peak stress, independent of the shock pulse duration applied.
In order to describe these phenomena in predictive hydrocodes, various approaches have been taken to reproduce observed, macroscopic response. These are generally found by matching rear surface velocity histories rather than reproducing microstructural details from the recovered, spalled targets. The simplest, and most widely adopted means of modelling such the continuum effect, is to allow the target material to fail at a critical pressure. This minimum pressure, typically dubbed P min , gave a means of opening a surface (deleting cells) in a continuum hydrocode and reproducing, at least qualitatively, the observed features of the signals recorded in experiment. Such a model however does not capture the shape of the pulse correctly nor predict tensile strengths under different impact conditions. Of course, neither can it reproduce the observed microstructural damage. The most advanced models then must numerically project a distribution of flaws into a homogenous flow, that may be activated and grow voids. Such models describe response reasonably well under strong loading conditions but less so regimes dominated by nucleation [8] . These schemes aim for an improved representation of the influence of material microstructure upon macro-scale models of ductile damage and work done in developing them has suggested that more complete criteria for failure may be derived based upon understanding of the compression impulse and in adequately reflecting the existing, and the developing, mesoscale damage.
Thus, one must systematically isolate components of the load path to understand operating material micro mechanisms. The amplitude of the pulse controls thresholds for activation of particular responses whilst the pulse length speaks to the relaxation time of the operating micro mechanisms. Previous experiments on a commercial purity tantalum (BCC) took the target to different peak stresses while keeping the tensile load constant and the same applied impulse [8] . Here, it was found that the recorded tensile strength for the integrated, failed zone was independent of the amplitude of the impulse. The induced damage observed in the recovered specimens showed incipient damage in some regions, ranging to complete spall at higher impact stresses [8] . The experiments described here were designed to interrogate the micromechanics of tensile failure by applying designed impulses to different starting materials, each characteristic of different metal classes. By observing the spall signals and recovering damaged microstructure, we shall aim to understand whether the spall stress threshold is independent of material microstructure. Further we may judge in what manner the compressive preload controls spallation, including the effect of loading duration on the observed tensile strength. Finally, we can aim to understand the effect of the tensile strain rate on the observed failure stress and damage. Thus, in the current study, well-characterized OHFC copper (FCC, exhibiting significant work hardening) will be loaded with three different impulses, in a design that will deliver the same compressive impulse, but subject the targets to three different peak shock stresses, followed by identical tensile pulses, to induce failure.
EXPERIMENTAL
In order to separate this range of influences upon tensile strength, the experiment adopted a layered flyer plate to load the OHFC copper. In order to simulate the impact, and guide interpretation of the complex interaction of waves within the target as the spall plane was formed, the Eulerian hydrocode CTH was used to predict stress histories and spallation [9] . Simple parameters were used in order to understand the impulses imparted in compression and in tension and to check on the form of the signal to ensure correct interpretation of wave interactions in this complex geometry. In each case the models employed were simple elastic-plastic with the yield and spall strengths fixed according to the parameters shown in Table 1 . Those simulations are reproduced here in order to illustrate the response within the target [9] . The x-t diagrams show the three geometries employed and the colour shadings on the figure indicates the particle velocities experienced by the target. In all cases a spall plane is induced at its centre and the stress experienced there is judged from the measured drop in particle velocity in the pull back signal.
Targets for the spallation experiments were prepared from commercially pure, OFHC annealed copper plate, 3.32 mm in thickness, and obtained from the same plate as used for targets in an earlier study [10] . The samples were heat treated at 600 0 C for 1 hour to obtain an average grain size of 60 µm and a random texture. Acoustic properties of the tantalum were measured using 5 MHz quartz transducers with a Parametrics 500PR pulse receiver and data for the materials used is found in Table 1 . The experiments were diagnosed for details of mesoscale damage using sample recovery with post-mortem metallurgical analysis and in situ sampling using Photon Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) [10] . Soft-recovery of targets (techniques presented in [4] ) spall and plate impact experiments were conducted using a 80 mm bore launcher. Three identical 3.32 mm thick, right circular copper targets were prepared with press-fit momentum trapping rings to mitigate perturbations from edge release waves. A complex wave profile was achieved using a series of impactor configurations to induce different impulses in the target. The design of each, and the velocity at which it was driven, is given in Table 2 . In the first experiment a symmetrical impact between an impactor of thickness half of the target induced a spall plane in the centre of the target. Two higher peak stress spallation tests were conducted using the composite impactors detailed in the table. Impact velocities were measured to an accuracy of 1% using a sequential pressure transducer method and sample tilt was fixed to ca. 1 mrad by means of an adjustable specimen mount. Following impact, all samples were soft recovered by decelerating them into low-density foam. The free surface velocity history profiles were measured using PDV single-point probes (one aimed at the sample centre and one off centre) and analyzed using the procedures of Kanel et al. [11, 12] . The microstructure of the recovered specimens was examined with optical microscopy and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) with a Zeiss microscope and Phillips XL30, respectively. Standard metallographic techniques were used to prepare samples for inspection. For EBSD and SEM, a final polish of 1 µm Al 2 O 3 was followed by an electrochemical polish using a solution of two parts phosphoric acid to one part water at ca. 1.9 V for 30-40 s. The samples were also lightly etched using a solution of FeCl 3 and HCl. Vickers hardness on all samples was obtained using a 1 kg load every 0.25 mm with a Struers Durascan micro-hardness tester. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The free surface velocity profiles for the experiments are shown in Figure 2 a) . All three loading profiles exhibit a Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) at ca. 10 m s -1 . The three spallation experiments reach peak shock stresses in the copper targets (of 1.5, 2.8, and 5.5 GPa) while displaying differing pulse durations (of ca. 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 µs) as a consequence of the differing impactor designs employed. The highest peak stress (5.5 GPa) resulted in full spallation and a scab was ejected off the rear of the sample, while 1.5 and 2.8 GPa peak stress resulted in incipient spall damage in the recovered samples. The interpretation of free surface velocity signals has been analyzed thoroughly over many years and extracting a value for the spall strength can be readily accomplished using methods proposed by Kanel et al. [12] . For a solid undergoing an elastic-plastic transition
where u FS is the pullback velocity, taken to be the difference between the peak and the first minimum in u FS , ρ 0 is the initial density, c 0 is the bulk sound speed, and δ is a correction term for the profile distortion. The damage in the three samples was seen to evolve as the peak shock stresses applied in the compressive loading increased. Figure 3 shows three thru-thickness, macroscopic, optical micrographs of the three Copper spallation targets. The sample loaded to a peak shock stress of 5.5 GPa is seen to have fully spalled into two pieces (only the lower half is shown in Figure 3 a) , while the 1.5 and 2.8 GPa samples exhibit macroscopic incipient spall damage. Of these, the symmetrical impact sample at the lowest stress displays a well-developed field of voids, located mid-plane within it.
A field of isolated voids of size ca. 50 to 100 µm was found in the spall plane in each of the targets recovered. The incipient spall voids were found to have similar size distributions suggesting that the time available for nucleation and growth was similar in each case. However, there was an increase in the number of nucleation sites as peak stress increased and thus the volume of connecting tendrils between voids, present within the spall plane, decreased until at the highest stress a scab was ejected. The sample loaded to a peak shock stress of 5.5 GPa displayed full spall, with ductile fracture separating the sample into two pieces with plasticity and intense damage directly adjacent to the fracture surface (as seen to the far right of Figure 3 a) . Some isolated small voids are seen away from the fracture surface. However the zone of damage is concentrated within 500 µm of this point.
Taken collectively, the velocimetry and post-mortem metallurgical analyses of the recovered targets, provide insights into the damage evolution and spallation mechanisms operating in the copper for the shock drive imposed. To first order, the fact that the three different peak shock stresses, when subjected to nearly identical tensile pulses, resulted in different pull-back signals supports shock hardening within the target. This finding is consistent with the large amount of work showing rate dependent strain hardening, and a low Peierls-Nabarro stress, in copper [13] . To emphasise these observations, it is instructive to plot the mean hardness measured on the recovered targets versus the spall strength recovered from velocimetry. This shows a one to one correspondence between strengthening induced by the compressive load and the tensile strength probed by the spall plane and indicates that rapid hardening is reflected in increasing spall strength for increments of load. 
CONCLUSIONS
This work has presented a simple test of material tensile response, and shown that the compressive shock hardens substructure and increases the tensile stress required to fail the target. In each case the compressive impulse was the same, with higher amplitude pulses loading for shorter times, and in each case the substructure was probed by a release of the same magnitude. The density of dislocations and the hardness of the recovered copper targets were found to increase in each case, as would be expected, from previous work on FCC copper. It has been shown in previous work on copper bi-crystals that higher amounts of plastic deformation under compression can increase the spall strength of the specific grain boundary since the deformation relaxes some of the applied shear stress, and makes it much harder for the material to reach a critical void nucleation stress. Further, these results are consistent with indirect experimental findings, which show that grain boundaries that are surrounded by grains oriented in a direction that makes them easier to yield (as defined by the Schmidt factor) tend to not nucleate voids as easily as boundaries that are surrounded by grains oriented such that are harder to do so [14] . Hence, plasticity under compression can be an important stress dissipation mechanism and is consistent with higher hardness-higher spall strength correlation found in this work. Thus, the increased stress, and greater defect concentration, led to a higher population of nucleation sites and thus a greater number of activated voids growing under the applied tensile field. Tensile loading in this highly ductile metal induces cavitation and at the highest stress level, voids coalesce to form a connected surface that frees a scab to transport momentum after the event. As one might expect, given the path dependency of copper, there is a direct correlation between σ spall and the resulting hardness whereas tantalum, in a similar experiment, showed no such dependence [8] . This implies that there is a direct relationship between the processes preconditioning the target under compressive loading and those leading to failure on release. This offers the promise that a generalized, mechanistic tensile failure model is now within grasp.
